
2018 Generated at Seed stage

Companies raised 

Bringing the total to over

Deals

Oxford University Innovation raised

£135 Million 

£3.3 Million 

£546.9 Million 

£2 Billion 

19
Ni20 - Developing a brain implant to treat a 
variety of diseases.

MacrophOx - A novel cancer cell therapy 
company, delivering tumour-targeted expression of 
anti-cancer biologics.

sOPHIa - A not for profit company providing a 
solution and accreditation to businesses that work to 
bring their workforce out of multidimensional poverty

Oxstem Beta - will generate novel therapies 
to stimulate formation of new beta cells in the 
pancreas.

Oxstem Immuno - The aims to develop 
small molecule drugs that augment macrophage 
e�erocytosis in vitro and enhance tissue repair 
in vivo.

Cortex Organics - Will produce a new, 
scalable route to Cannabidiol.

For the 
year24

New 
spinouts7

Delivered a total of

Bringing the total number of translations in 
our library to

482

Of which

Agreements

709

Supporting our userbase during the 
COVID-19 pandemic

Human Lead Telephone 
Interviews - With the support 
of our instrument developers, 
devised a set of tailored instructions 
that accompany our Clinical 
Outcome Assessments, to be used 
by the interviewer/clinician

>80%

New translations added to our 
outcome measures library28

Clinical Outcomes 
highlights FY2020Clinical Outcomes

across our portfolio of 32 Clinical Outcome 
Assessments

Managed and conducted 

86
independent Electronic Clinical Outcome 
Assessment migration tests & reviews

New Clinical Outcome 
Assessment projects

launched

5
New disclosures

 to us

10

Rapidly adapting to support our userbase to help 
safeguard patients and minimise the disruption 

to research

Electronic Clinical 
Outcome Assessments 
(eCOA) - Allocation of new 
specialist resource to meet increased 
user demand and ensure that 
licensees eCOA platforms are 
reviewed in a timely manner with 
the same high-quality approach we 
always provide

Translation Activities - The 
first major translation project being 
managed by the CO team in 
response to COVID-19, has been 
the delivery of translations around 
the telephone interview instructions
of our measures to support our
global userbase

Our Mental Health questionnaire - the 
ReQoL chosen by International 

Consortium for Health 
Outcomes Measurement as part of 
the new set of global measures to improve 

the assessment of those with psychotic 
disorders

of licences were 
granted free of 

charge for the benefit 
of the health of 

society

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Assessment 
Questionnaire used to assess quality of life 
during Mitsubishi Tanabe Pharma’s 

study to obtain FDA label claim against 
Radicava    (edavarone)®


